Introduction
Restructuring was a prominent theme of the New Public Management (NPM) era. 
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Austerity has returned as the 'mother of invention' accountability, transparency, predictability, capacity and participation (Chhabra 2008 ).
Commonwealth countries that had formulated policy, built capacity and applied review tools systematically in the 1990s were able to streamline and strengthen their public sector. These countries generated flexible institutional arrangements that were more adaptable to economic and fiscal downturns. 
Commonwealth Experience
Manning (2001) 
Strategic Focus Question
Public Interest Test Does the programme or service continue to serve a public interest?
Role of Government Test
Is there a legitimate and necessary role for government in this programme or service?
Jurisdictional Alignment Test
Is the lead responsibility for this programme or service assigned to the right government jurisdiction?
External Partnership Test
Could, or should, this programme or service be provided in whole or in part by the private or voluntary sector?
Business Principles Test
If the programme or service continues within the existing government context, how could its efficiency and effectiveness be improved?
Affordability Test
Is the programme or service affordable within fiscal realities? Tanzania is typical of the scope and focus of reforms in Commonwealth Africa, which is now moving progressively away from cost containment towards improving service delivery. Balogun (2010) argues that African economies are particularly vulnerable to external shocks like those experienced during the recent global economic crisis. This calls for renewed institution building rather than the dismantling of public institutions advocated by donors to achieve 'lean and mean' government. Saul (1995: 99) maintains that '… governments continue to deliver services that are and have been historically better in the long run than those Involving stakeholders in budget consultations improves service delivery provided by the private sector. Our lives are filled with these services. They run so smoothly that we scarcely notice them.' The discipline of planning, design, implementation and evaluation is critical to success. The devil is in the details. Thomas (2000: 70) warns that '… organizational design is a controversial, uncertain and risky process. The challenge is to take ASD to the next level to This paper represents the middle episode of the ASD trilogy. It tells the story of how service delivery alternatives can be considered. A prequel is needed to define the scope of service delivery that frames the issues at stake. A sequel is needed to point to gains and losses that have ensued in practice. ASD will continue to feature in upcoming Commonwealth work and publications.
Lessons Learned
The next level for ASD is to serve greater interests and respond to new imperatives
